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Let (A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system, where G is abelian, and let 4 be an 
invariant state. Suppose that there is a neighbourhood a of the identity in d and a 
finite constant K such that nl=, #(xyxi) & K n:=, ~(x,x~) whenever x, lies in a 
spectral subspace R”(f2,), where R, + ...+ R, c R. This condition of complete 
spectral passivity, together with self-adjointness of the left kernel of ), ensures that 
4 satisfies the KMS condition for some one-parameter subgroup of G. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Justification for the KMS condition as an equilibrium criterion in 
statistical mechanics has been provided by deriving it from other physical 
postulates, such as dynamical stability [5] and passivity [ 121, and by 
showing that it can arise naturally for one-parameter subgroups of groups of 
symmetries [7; 81. In each of these settings, further support for the criterion 
was obtained when it was found that the relevant property could be greatly 
simplified if the state was known to have a certain type of asymptotic 
abelianness or extremal invariance. 
In mathematical terms, de Canniere ]4] has reformulated the KMS 
condition in a spectral form. Thus a state 4 is ,&KMS for a one-parameter 
C*-dynamical system (A, R, a) if and only if #(x*x) < eDA#(xx*) for all x in 
the spectral subspace R(-co, A) of A and all 1 in R. In the case /3 = 00, this 
reduces to the familiar condition that 4 is a ground state if and only if 
$(x*x) = 0 for all x in R(-co, 0). de Canniere also showed that his 
condition is closely related to passivity, and that Q is /3-KMS for some 
0 < /3 < co if and only if 
,l!j 4(xi*xi) G ,fj VYxixi”) 
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for all xi in R(-co, Ai), where Cy=r Li < 0 (see also [2]). This property was 
known as “complete spectral passivity,” but it is asymmetrical in that R is 
considered to have a specific ordering. 
The intention here is to consider similar spectral properties for C*- 
dynamical systems (A, G, a), where G is any locally compact abelian group. 
In the absence of an ordering on the dual group 6, the open sets (--co, A) 
can be replaced by arbitrarily small neighbourhoods, o that the notions of 
spectral passivity become purely local. Thus, for example, it will be shown in 
Theorem 3.2 that an invariant state 4 satisfies the KMS condition for some 
one-parameter subgroup of G if and only if its left kernel is self-adjoint and it 
is “completely spectrally passive” on some open subset of d (with only 
trivial exceptions), and also that spectral passivity is sufficient if 4 is an 
extremal invariant state. Since the notions of spectral passivity are patently 
weaker than those considered by Kastler and Takesaki 171, some 
improvements of their results are obtained. As usual the case of ground 
states differs somewhat from other KMS states, and this is discussed in 
Section 4. 
For background information about the KMS condition, the reader is 
referred to [3, Sect. 5.31, and about spectral subspaces to [ 1; 9; 10, Chap. 81. 
2. SPECTRAL PASSIVITY 
Throughout, (A, G, a) will be a C*-dynamical system, where A is a unital 
C*-algebra and a is an action of a locally compact abelian group G with 
dual group 6, and 4 will be a G-invariant state of A. For f in L l(G), let 1 be 
the (inverse) Fourier transform: 
.Rcr> = I-G (g9 Y)f( .!?I & 0 E a 
and let 
For an open subset ~2 and a closed subset II of G, let R(D) and M(A) be the 
corresponding spectral subspaces of A for the action a, so that R(Q) is the 
closed linear span of the ranges a,(A) for functions f for which f has 
(compact) support contained in R, and M(li) is the intersection of the 
kernels of a, for functions f for which p has (compact) support disjoint from 
A. The complement of the largest open set R such that $(x*x) = 0 for all x 
in R(Q) is the spectrum Z of the unitary representation of G associated with 
4 (cf. (4, Lemma 1.41). The closed subgroup of d generated by C will be 
denoted by IT 
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The state 0 will be said to be spectrally passive on J2 if there is a constant 
IC < co such that 
9(x*x) < Nxx*) (x E R P)), (1) 
and to be completely spectrally passive (csp) on R if there is a constant 
K’ < co such that 
fi Q(x;xj) < K’ fi fj(X(Xi”) (2) 
i=l i=l 
whenever xi E R(fli) (1 < i < n), where the open sets ai satisfy 
R, t ..a t Q, c a. Let a(Q) be the least number K > 0 for which (1) is valid. 
For y in G, let 
a(r) = inf{o(Q): y E 0). 
Note that 
@2)=0ennz=0, (3) 
$2) a(-J2) > 1 if R intersects both Z and -Z, and 
m = 0 0 E w>, O(Y) =a (Y E ~\(-% 
0) 4-Y) a 1 0 E c n c-V). (4) 
LEMMA 2.1. For any open subset R of G, u(Q) = sup{u(y): y E Q). 
Proof. For a in A, the functions 
@,(d = #(a *a,(a>>9 yd(g) = 9(a,W*) 
are positive-definite, and are therefore the (inverse) Fourier transforms of 
finite positive Radon measure ,u, and V, on G. It is easily seen that if 
x = a,(a), then 
In particular for a in M(A), pu, and V, are supported by A. 
Suppose that u(y) < K (y E a). There are open neighbourhoods R, of each 
point y in R such that 
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whenever supp SC Q,. Hence p, < KV, on Q,, and therefore on R. For a in 
M(4), where A c 0, it follows that 
o(a*a) = p&4) < W,(A) = tco(aa *). 
Such elements a are dense in R(Q), so it follows that a(Q) < K. 
It follows from (4) and Lemma 2.1 that it is unambiguous to define 
~(a n r) = 0(a) = SUP {U(Y): 7 E f2 n z-1 
and o to be (completely) spectrally passive on the open subset 0 n r of r if 4 
is (completely) spectrally passive on R. Thus 4 is spectrally passive on an 
open subset R’ of r if and only if 
up> = sup {a(r): y E n’ } < co 
and 4 is csp on Q’ if and only if 
sup fi ($7,): YI + 
1 
***ty,Ea'} < co. 
i=l 
(5) 
For future purposes, we next observe that, under certain conditions of 
extremal invariance, spectral passivity is equivalent to complete spectral 
passivity. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let t be an action on A of a locally compact group G’ 
commuting with a, R be an open subset of r, x be the representation of A 
associated with 4, and < be the canonical cyclic vector for this representation. 
Suppose that 
(i) $ is G’-ergodic, 
(ii) 4 is spectrally passive on J2, and 
(iii) either (a) r is separating for x(A)“, or 
(b) the semigroup generated by points y in C with u(y) = co is 
disjoint from Q. 
Then o is csp on Q. 
Proof. Let 9 = [z(A)’ <I. If the criterion (5) is used, the only difficulty in 
modifying the proof of [2, Theorem 21 is in showing that if yO t ... t y,, E R, 
then, for some k and some neighbourhood R’ of yk, (1 - q) x(x) r = 0 for all 
x in R(Q’). This is trivial in case (a). The proof in [2] shows that it is 
sufficient hat 4 be spectrally passive on R’, which covers case (b). 
The condition of spectral passivity is essentially the Fourier transform of 
the condition studied in [7]. This is shown in the following proposition, in 
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which M(G) denotes the Banach algebra of finite Radon measures on G, and 
the symbols ,u,, v,, @, , and ul, are used as in the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose that there is a weak* closed (multiplicative) 
linear operator T defined on a subspace (resp. subalgebra) of M(G) 
containing {,u,: a E A}, taking values in M(G) and satisfying Tp, = 
v, (a E A). Then C is symmetric, and o is (completely) spectrally passive on 
some neighbourhood of the identity in G. 
Proof: E is symmetric, since 
Suppose 4 is not spectrally passive on any open neighbourhood s1 of the 
identity 8. Then for each E > 0, there exists x,, in R(0) with #(xnEx$J = 1, 
#(x:,x,,) < E. Then ll,uX,,ll < E, and vxne is a positive measure of norm 1 
supported by 0. Thus ,uxnE converges in norm to 0, while v,,~ converges 
weak* to the unit mass at 8. This contradicts the assumptions. 
The proof that Q is csp if T is multiplicative is only a little more com- 
plicated. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Suppose that there is a weak* closed (multiplicative) 
linear operator S defined on a subspace (resp. subalgebra) of L”‘(G) con- 
taining {Q,: a E A}, taking values in L*(G) and satisfying S@, = !P@ 
(a E A). Then C is symmetric, and $ is (completely) spectrally passive on 
some neighbourhood of the identity in 6. 
Proof There is an induced operator T on M(G) given by (Tp)* = S,ii 
whenever this makes sense. The result now follows from Proposition 2.3. 
3. KMS STATES 
Let g = { g, : t E IR } be a (continuous) one-parameter subgroup of G. There 
is an induced action czg: t + op, of IR on A, and a continuous homomorphism 
p,:C?+R given by 
(g,, y> = exWp,(y)). 
The state 0 will be said to be KMS for g if 4 satisfies the usual KMS 
condition at inverse temperature 1 for a! For an open subset U and a closed 
subset E of IR, the spectral subspaces of A for the action 01~ will be denoted 
by R,(U) and M,(E). The following lemma can easily be generalised, and 
may be well known. 
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LEMMA 3.1. For any open subset U of IR, R,(U)=R@;‘(U)); for any 
closed subset E of IR, M,(E) = M@;‘(E)). 
Proof: Forfin L’(G) and F inL’(lR), definef*,F in L’(G) by 
(f*,F)tg) = jRf(g -g,)W)dt- 
It is easily verilifd that (f*, F) ^ =$. ($ o p,), and that arssF = af 0-a; = 
a$ o ar. Thus if f has compact support A contained in p;‘(v) and F has 
support disjoint from p,(A), then a;(a,@)) = 0; thus a&4) c M,@,(A)) c 
R,(U), so NP, ‘tu)) c R,(U). 
Conversely if P has support E contained in U, and $ has support disjoint 
from p;‘(E), then a,(a$4)) = 0; thus a!(A) cM@;‘(E)) c R@;‘(U)), SO 
R,(U) cR@,‘tW 
The second assertion follows from the fact that 
M,(E) = (-) R#I) = 0 N./J,‘(~)) =M@,‘tE)). 
rJzs ux 
THEOREM 3.2. The following are equivalent: 
(i) 4 is KMS for some one-parameter subgroup of G. 
(ii) Z is symmetric, and t# is csp on some nonempty open subset of l? 
Proof. (i) 3 (ii). S ince 4 is KMS for some action a! 
#(x*x) = 0 0 #(xx*) = 0. 
The symmetry of ,Z follows immediately. 
Let R =p;‘(--co, l), so R contains the identity 0 of G. If Q, + ..a + 
a,, c 0, then p&Q,) + a.. t p&2,) = (- co, l), and there are real numbers Ai 
such that ps(O,)c (-co,~~) and CrzlAi < 2. For Xi E R(Qi)c 
R@g’(-03, A,)) = R&-CO, A,) (Lemma 3.1), 
[4, Theorem 1.11. Thus 4 is csp on 0, which intersects I’. 
(ii) => (i). Suppose Z is symmetric, and $ is csp on an open set R 
intersecting r, so there is a constant K < co such that 
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There are open, relatively compact sets a!,..., 0: intersecting C with 
fiy+ . . . + fii c f2. For each integer m > 1, there is an open neighbourhood 
0, of 0 such that 
0, t a** to,tayt*.* t l2: c R (m copies of 0,). 
Let A I ,..., A, be any open sets with A, + ... + A, c 0,. Then 
fi a(AJm fi ~$42;) < K. 
i=l j=l 
Since a(J2j) > 0 (see (3)), it follows that nr=, a(A,) < K,, where 
IC,= [IC~J=~U(R~)-‘]““-+ 1 as m+ 00. Thus 
In particular, 
(6) 
Combined with (4) and the symmetry of Z:, this implies that 
0 < a(r) -c 03, 4-Y) = O(Y) - ’ (Y E Z)- (8) 
Define a real function p on the group generated by Z by 
p(y* t “’ t Yr) = i: loi% 4Yi) (Yi E G 
i=l 
It follows from (7) and (8) that p is a well-defined homomorphism, and from 
(6) that p is continuous. Hence p extends by continuity to r, and then 
extends to a continuous real homomorphism (also denoted by p) on G [6, 
Theorem 24.361. By Pontryagin duality, p =pg for some one-parameter 
subgroup g [7, Proposition 2.11. For y in p-‘(--CO,~), u(y) < epfv) < eA. It 
follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 3.1 and [4, Theorem 1. l] that 0 is KMS for g. 
de Canniere [4, Theorem 1.31 proved a version of Theorem 2.3 when 
G = R, in effect using a slightly different definition of u(y): 
and taking (5) or, almost equivalently, (7) to define complete spectral 
passivity (on (--00,O)). We have refined this by replacing (-co, y’) by an 
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arbitrary neighbourhood of y, but the following example shows that (7) is no 
longer sufficient o ensure complete spectral passivity. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let A be the C*-algebra of 2 x 2 complex matrices, 
G = Z, u = ( A j), where A E B = G and 1 is not a root of unity, and let 
a,(u) = u”au -n, #(aij) = (2a,, + a,,)/3. Then a(l) = 1, o(1) = 2, o(‘i) = 4, 
o(y) = 0 otherwise, so (T satisfies (7) but $ is not csp on any nonempty open 
set. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let t be an action of a locally compact group G’ on A 
commuting with a such that 4 is G’-ergodic, and suppose that either 
(a) < is separating for x(A)“, and $ is spectrally passive on some 
nonempty open subset of T, or (b) C is symmetric, and the semigroup S 
generated by points y in Z with o(y) = 00 is not dense in T. 
Then 4 is KMS for some one-parameter subgroup of G. 
Proof: Both cases follow easily from Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 3.2. 
In case (a), the fact that < is separating ensures that Z is symmetric. In 
case (b), there is a nonempty open subset Q of r disjoint from S, and by 
reducing B if necessary, it can be arranged that 4 is spectrally passive on R. 
Combining Corollary 3.4 with Proposition 2.3 or Corollary 2.4, we obtain 
the following improvement of [7, Theorem 4.11. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Suppose that there is an action of a locally compact 
group G’ on A commuting with a such that 4 is G’-ergodic, and there is a 
weak* closed linear operator T (resp. S) defined on a subspace of M(e) 
(resp. La(G)) containing {,tt, : a E A} (resp. { @,: a E A}), taking values in 
M(d) (resp. L*(G)) and satisfying Tp, = v, (resp. S@, = YJ, and suppose 
that r is separating for z(A)“. Then 4 is KMS for some one-parameter 
subgroup of G. 
4. GROUND STATES 
For one-parameter groups (G = R), ground states are (csp) on (-co, 0). 
An analysis of csp states for other groups must therefore take account of 
such states. Pedersen and Takai [ 1 l] defined q4 to be a ground state for an 
open subset J2 of G if $(x*x) = 0 for all x in R(R); we shall say that 4 is a 
complete ground state for Q if nl=i ~(Xi*Xi) = 0 whenever Xi E R(fii) 
(1 < i < n), where the open sets Qi satisfy R, + +. + Q, c Q (cf. (2)). This is 
equivalent o R being disjoint from the semigroup generated by C. Again it is 
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unambiguous to define 4 to be a (complete) ground state for 0 n r if 4 is a 
(complete) ground state for s1. 
The results in [4] suggest hat it is possible that any csp state is either a 
KMS state or a nontrivial ground state for some one-parameter subgroup g 
(# is said to be a trivial ground state for a system (A, I?, &) if #(a&,(b)) = 
#(ab) (a, b E A; t E F?)). Nontrivial ground states for g are complete ground 
states for some nonempty open subset 0 of r (Q = rn ,D; ‘(-co, 0)); 
complete ground states for R are csp on R, and have asymmetrical spectrum 
C. In the light of Theorem 3.2, it remains only to investigate the converses of 
these facts. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The following are equivalent: 
(i) o is a nontrivial ground state for some one-parameter subgroup g 
ofG. 
(ii) There is a continuous real homomorphism p on d with 
Proof. (i) * (ii). Let p = ps. Since #(x*x) = 0 for all x in R,(--oo, 0) = 
R@-‘(-co,O)) (Lemma 3.1), p-‘(--a,O) is disjoint from X, so p(L) c 
[0, co). If p(C) = {0}, then g cZ1, so the unitary representation of g is 
trivial, which contradicts the nontriviality of 4. 
(ii) + (i). There is a one-parameter subgroup g such that p = pg. The 
argument above may now be reversed. 
The group G will be said to be real-ordered if, whenever S is a closed 
semigroup in d which contains 0 but is not a group, there is a continuous 
real homomorphism p on G with (0) #p(S) c [0, 00). 




o is a nontrivial ground state for some one-parameter subgroup of 
(ii) The closed semigroup in e generated by C is not a group. 
In Corollary 4.2, it even suffices that r be real-ordered. Real-ordered 
groups are plentiful; it is possible to describe them in the following way. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. The locally compact abelian group C? is real-ordered tf 
and only if there is an open, compactly generated subgroup T, of d such that 
d/r, does not contain a free abelian group on infinitely many generators. 
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EXAMPLE 4.4. Let G be a compact abelian group, and A be a subset of 
d containing 8. There is a C*-dynamical system (A, G, a) and an invariant 
state 4 such that C = A and 
4Y> = 0 (Y E W/i~ 
= 1 (Y = Q 
=CX3 (Y E ~\W>. 
Now 4 is a complete ground state for the complement of the semigroup 
generated by A, but is not a nontrivial ground state for any one-parameter 
subgroup unless there is a real homomorphism p on G with {0} #p(A) c 
[0, co). Thus if G is compact and G is not real-ordered, there is a complete 
ground state which is not a nontrivial ground state for any one-parameter 
subgroup. 
Such a system may be constructed by taking A to be the C*-algebra of 
compact operators on 1’(A) with the scalar operators adjoined, u to be the 
unitary representation of G given by ugeY= (g, 7) eY, where { ey: y E A ) is the 
canonical basis of I*(A), a,(a) = u,au,*, #(a) = (ae,, e,). Then 
R(Q)= {uEA:ue,EEZ((y+R)~A) (YEA)}. 
The general analysis is now completed by the case of csp states with 
asymmetrical spectrum. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Suppose that 4 is csp on some nonempty open subset 
R of P, and that Z is not symmetric. Then Q is a complete ground state for 
some nonempty open subset Q’ of r. 
Proof: Let y,, be a member of Z\(-C), and R’ = Q - yO. If 4 is not a 
complete ground state for J2’, there exist yi in .Z (1 < i < n) such that 
Yo+Yl+ .*. + y,, E R. But then there exist open neighbourhoods Ri of yi and 
xi in R(Qi) (0 < i < n) such that rn (Q, + ..a + Q,) c 0, ~(Xi*Xi) > 0, and 
#(x,x,*) = 0. This contradicts (2). 
COROLLARY 4.6. The following are equivalent: 
(i) 4 is csp on some nonempty open subset of P. 
(ii) Either (a) 4 is KM!? for some one-parameter subgroup of G, or (b) 
4 is a complete ground state for some nonempty open subset of r. 
Proof This is immediate from Theorem 3.2 and Proposition 4.5. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Suppose d (or r) is real-ordered. The following are 
equivalent: 
(i) $ is csp on some nonempty open subset of r. 
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(ii) There is a one-parameter subgroup of G for which 4 is either KMS 
or a ground state. 
Proof: This is immediate from Corollaries 4.2 and 4.6. 
COROLLARY 4.8. Let z be an action on A of a locally compact group G’ 
commuting with a, and suppose that 
(i) o is G’-ergodic. 
(ii) d (or T) is real-ordered, and 
(iii) the semigroup generated by points y in Z with o(y) = CO is not 
dense in I-. 
Then there is a one-parameter subgroup of G for which Q is either KMS or a 
ground state. 
Proof This is immediate from Proposition 2.2 and Corollary 4.7. 
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